
Thursday 27-03-08 Operation Meeting Minutes

March 31, 2008

List of people: Gianluca, Marianne, Roberto, Joel, Philippe, Nick, Andrei,
Cedric, Roland, Raja.

1 Failed jobs in production

InputData for all the jobs in Application Status “Input Data Not Available”
have been checked and their current status has been updated in the Process-
ingDB. These jobs have been all rescheduled.

CaloPID Production

Before Cedric will launch the production, Brunel v32r4 needs to be installed.
This will be done through the SAM test jobs (Gianluca).

CE consistency check

Joel summarized the status of the CE mapping in the SAM DB, lcg-infosites
and DIRAC CS. If the site does not publish itself in the lcg-infosites a GGUS
ticket should be open.

Deleting SAM jobs from the Production system

SAM jobs were mistakenly submitted to the Production system. Those should
be removed ASAP (Gianluca).

Flow in the Workflow

If a job consists in several steps, as soon as the first step is completed, all the
inputdata are marked as Processed in the ProcessingDB. This is a bug. The
marking should be done at the end of the last step if and only if the job has
successfully completed. Otherwise it can happen that the inputdata are marked
as Processed, but no output file is uploaded.
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LFC issue

Andrew Maier asked to use, in analysis, only LFC ro instance at CERN. This
suggestion was not considered valid.

RAL Migration inconsistencies

Still 46 tapes need to be migrated. The time left is extimate to be 4/5 weeks (10
tape per week). Marianne has found that FTS transfer jobs do not successfully
complete.

BK-ProcessingDB inconsistencies

While looking at missing events for event type, Philippe and Joel discovered an
inconsistencies between BK and ProcessingDB.
This is a summary:
BK: 5324 dst files, but only 104 jobs → 4160 files (40 x 104).
ProcDB 5346 dst files → 22 files are missing in the BK.
ProcDB: 5160 were Processed → 1000 files are missing in the BK.
ProcDB: 3 jobs are missing → 120 files.
The 22 missing files are registered in LFC, but not in the BK.
It seems that the missing files are stored in the BK ErrorDirectory.
ACTIONS:
Clean all the files in the BK ErrorDirectory.
Untar the tarred BK ErrorDirectory and look for missing files.

Production manager or Operations shifter train-

ing

In order to be efficient by May the training of new Production manager or
Operations shifter should begin ASAP. Probably the best chance to get anything
started in the coming DIRAC3 week.

AOB

Marianne has replicated all the SETC files from CERN to RAL and IN2P3.
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